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Secretary’s Report 
 

 
 

 

As I type this missive All Hallows Eve is upon us and the nights are drawing in.  The countryside is 
exhibiting its annual explosion of Autumn colour across the valley of the Tamar, while the heights of 
Dartmoor are a hive of animal activity as sheep, cattle and ponies make the most of the sunshine 
and seemingly shrug off the showers. 
Our cosy monthly meeting at the Moorland Hotel is starting to attract more daily drivers as those 
MGs with an allergy to cold and rain are quietly nestled into garages in dormouse mode, some even 
on SORN now until the spring.  For those braving the mixed weather which makes our countryside so 
interesting, there is of course still much fun to be had. 

 

 
Alan and Alison organised a splendid Tulip 
run through quiet winding roads and 
wonderful scenery, ending with a flourish 
at Strawberry Fields Farm shop and 
restaurant for a hearty Sunday luncheon 
which felt quite like old times.  
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The turnout was excellent and we filled our allocated room with a full cohort of old and new club 
members and a very pleasing spread of MGs.   
Having spent much of the month in elderly vehicle buying mode (a Defender to tow my bike 
trailer/van as the MGR is a little lightweight for the task.  Unlike its MGB sisters it was never 
approved for a towbar in any case), I was reminded just how cost-effective classic MG ownership is – 
there can be little to offer more genuine driving fun for a very modest outlay.  It is of course the 
people who make clubs like ours and it was great to see newer members on the run with a mixture 
of old and new classics enriching the club for all of us. 

  
Pete and Annette’s red MGB GT and Martyn, Bethan and Beauden’s black MGTF looking particularly 
fine in the sunshine parked next to Clive and Liz’s red roadster.   
 
Close observers of new members’ cars will note that we now have a number of MGR V8s in the fold.  
We have two in Nightfire Red (Andy and John&Sylvia) and latest member Peter has a couple of 
Woodcote Green examples like mine which makes five in all.   

 
A group photo beckons in the Spring when all are back on the road – but in the interim I include a 
shot of Peter’s and mine when we met up by chance when supporting Geoff Mansfield in his M-Type 
Sportsman Coupe, which Geoff had driven from John O’ Groats heading for Land’s End for charity.   
 
Planning is now in place for our Christmas gathering on the 8 Dec which promises to be great fun.  
Members please note that this means that we do not have a monthly meeting the week before as 
we will see each other at the Dance.  There is no December monthly meeting.  I look forward to 
seeing you tonight! 
Very Best Wishes 

Simon 

 

Should you need to contact our club secretary, for example to send in club subscriptions, 
first call or email. 

01822 852843                       clubsecretarytvmgoc@gmail.com 

 
 

  

mailto:clubsecretarytvmgoc@gmail.com
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Notes from your Chairman 

 

 
 

 
 

Hello everyone, 
Well, it has been busy in the Colville household this past month and life has been a bit hectic as 
we get used to looking after our new baby boy.  Lying in bed in the early hours listening out for 
sounds of crying as our baby demands attention doesn’t do much for our beauty sleep.  
 
Of course, we are not talking about night feeds and nappy changing nowadays but instead we find 
ourselves walking around the garden in our night attire, as our young pup Barney performs his 
toilet duties in the middle of the night. His body clock springs into action a few hours later as he, 
without fail, will always wake up properly between 6.30 and 7.00 and then be in a full playful 
mood. 
 
The sharp little teeth are certainly getting exercised, and my hands and arms resemble those of a 
full-blown heroin addict. Are we enjoying being parents again?  Of course we are! 
 
How good it was to finally resume normal club operations as we managed to hold the club’s Tulip 
Trophy Run and Sunday lunch at Strawberry Fields, Lifton. It was very gratifying for Alison and me 
to have such a good turn-out for the Tulip Run and lunch.  We had really enjoyed putting the run 
together and selecting the various questions for the participants. 
 
The weather in the week leading up to the event had been terrible but surprisingly the Sunday 
forecast changed at the last moment and we had wall to wall sunshine which enabled the 
roadsters to drop their hoods for this autumn run. 
 
Sarah and her friend Janet were worthy winners of the Tulip Trophy and are already making plans 
for next year’s run. A big thank you must go to everyone who came along, to make the day so 
enjoyable.    
 
It is really quite important that we as members make an effort to keep the club functioning during 
the quiet months and your continued participation will certainly help maintain the club’s social 
side of things. With this in mind perhaps you will consider giving your support and come along to 
the club’s Christmas Dinner which will be on Wednesday 8th December. 
 
After persevering for the last couple of years with new front brake calipers from MGOC Spares, I 
have had enough of the annoying squeal every time the brakes are applied. I only bought them 
because of a fluid leak on one of my original rebuilt calipers which I didn’t have time to repair due 
to the proximity of a club weekend away. The leaking caliper has now been repaired with new 
seals and a pinched seal was the reason for the leak. All I have to do now is fit them back on the 
car for a quiet life. 
 
I look forward to seeing you all at the November meeting. 
 

Alan  
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Event Secretary - keeping it wheel 
 
 
Dear Motorneers, 
It was great to be able to resume our Sunday lunch runs again. The last one we did was in March 
2020 and quite a lot has happened since then! This month I’m not writing about MGs, but in these 
odd times I hope what follows might be of interest to anyone planning a trip to the EU soon.  
 
Last week I went swimming in the warm sea on my birthday, the first time I have done so in late 
October, and I am now writing this on a sun-kissed terrace in Mallorca just as the Met Office warns of 
storms and floods in the UK.  
 

 

Jan and I are staying with our daughter 
and family who are living here for a year 
in this apartment complex. Why? Simply 
because they can.  
With Covid still very much amongst us, 
we wouldn't have contemplated such a 
holiday abroad on a ‘plane if it weren't for 
family reasons. 

The journey out was fine as we were traveling light with just hand luggage (a small suitcase each that 
fits in the overhead locker), and by prebooking Priority Check-in and Boarding we avoided lengthy 
queues and sailed through security checks, so the Ryanair flight was straightforward if a bit cramped.  
 
Daughter Katie and husband Andy are self-employed and run a pretty successful software company 
building plug-ins for commercial websites. They can maintain their business and manage their 
specialist staff and freelance workers, who live in different places around the world, from anywhere 
that has a decent internet connection. Consequently, Katie and Andy are not bound to the UK, so why 
not go to live and work somewhere in the sun?  
 
My, there’s a lot of money in Mallorca, judging by the swanky hillside and coastal villas with their 
infinity pools and a vast fleet of superyachts going nowhere moored up in some of the biggest 
marinas I’ve ever seen.  Also noteworthy is that electric scooters are allowed here and can be ridden 
by anyone over the age of 16. Actually, I think there’s a place for these, especially for city commuting, 
just as long as they are insured and licensed.  
  
Sorting out the necessary Covid paperwork and travel permit was a real faff though. What was 
striking about organising this trip is how utterly reliant we have become on smartphones and the 
Internet. Going abroad used to be simple – it isn’t now! Negotiating websites of the NHS for Covid 
inoculation confirmation, GOV.UK for visas and Passenger Locator Forms, Ryanair for tickets and 
advance boarding passes, needed lots of nous and patience. It also involved having to take 
screenshots of various QR codes and suchlike and attach them to emails and on-line forms.   
 
Two days before we were due to come home, whilst still in Mallorca we had to repeat much of this 
form filling, and also order Covid lateral flow tests from an approved private company to be sent to 
our UK home for completion within 48 hours of our return. The serial number for these needed to be 
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entered onto our Passenger Locator Forms, without which we would not be allowed to travel home. 
None of this is possible without a certain degree of on-line and computer literacy. Without these skills 
and hardware, I don't know how it could be done.  
 
Until things change, if they ever do, gone are the days when we could leap in our cars or onto a 'plane 
with just a passport to see us through. Recent events have made EU travel a whole lot more 
complicated. And Jan and I only visited one country: a trip involving multiple countries might demand 
a different set of requirements for each border crossed. Be forewarned – be fastidious, do your 
foreign travel homework well in advance, lookout for last-minute changes, and don’t forget your 
‘phone charger! 
 
I continue writing this now from home, and on our first morning back we had to do those pre-ordered 
lateral flow tests. The (negative) results had to be photographed next to a QR code and then emailed 
back. So, to repeat, if you haven’t got the tech you will be stuffed.  
 
That said, all this bureaucracy was worth it for us to see our family again and experience somewhere 
warm and different. And if you are really interested, ask Jan or me to explain the extreme and 
expensive lengths Katie and Andy and our granddaughter Sophia have gone through to get 
permission to actually live in Spain. It's a long story!  
Happy MGing! 

Howard 
 
PS On Saturday I came across this story in The Mirror which also serves as something additional to 
note when travelling to the EU: 
 
An elderly British woman was barred from entering Spain over a post-Brexit issue on her passport.  
The woman was travelling from Gibraltar to Spain to visit her son but was held at the border as her 
passport did not have an exit stamp from a previous trip. 
 
Brits travelling in and out of the Schengen area must now have entry and exit stamps, but passport 
authorities forgot to stamp the woman's passport when she last visited the country in June. When she 
attempted to visit again last month, she was denied entry and was classed as an "overstayer". * 

Brits who visit the EU are now being urged to be aware of the current exit rules and check they do get 
an exit stamp to avoid the same issue. 

A new system is being planned to be brought in across the EU - the EES (Entry/Exit System) - which 
aims to replace the need to stamp a passport and will instead scan the documents. The high-tech new 
system would check the person's details, biometric data and the date and place of entry and exit. 

* I suspect this is because we are only allowed stay in an EU country on a tourist visa for three 
months in every six. To get round this Katie and Andy have now brought a property in Mallorca which 
enables them to apply for a Golden Visa allowing them unlimited residency. In Spain, money talks! 
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Upcoming events 
The most up to date and detailed 
information on all 2021 events can be found 
and downloaded on the Event Diary Page and 
the Entry Forms page. See: 
www.tvmgoc.org.uk 

 

2022 CLUB SUNDAY LUNCH RUNS & SUPPER RUNS –  
SOME MORE VOLUNTEER ORGANISERS ARE REQUIRED PLEASE  

16 January Lunch on 3rd Sunday - organised by Howard & Jan to The Dartmoor Lodge 

20 February Lunch on 3rd Sunday – to be organised by Iain and Helen 

20 March Lunch on 3rd Sunday – to be organised by Naomi & Nigel 

24 April Drive It Day + Treasure Hunt Trophy + lunch/picnic or tea 
to be organised by Alan & Alison 

13 May Supper run – Friday a week after the club meeting  

10 June Supper run – Friday a week after the club meeting  

24 June National Cream Tea Day – last Friday in June - picnic probably in 
Iain & Helen’s barn 

15 July Supper run – Friday a week after the club meeting  

12 August Supper run – Friday a week after the club meeting  

11 or 18 
September 

Possible Club run (in place of P&P)  

16 October Lunch on 3rd Sunday inc. Tulip Trophy to be organised by Sarah 

20 November Lunch on 3rd Sunday 

8 December Christmas dinner TBC 

 

UK not GB Plates 
The MGCC MGA Register newsletter carried a long piece on this topic, after asking the FBHVC if 
there would be an exemption for historic vehicles from changing GB plates to UK plates. The quick 
answer is no. Here is the FBHVC’s explanation from Emma Balaam: 
Although we sympathise…there is no provision for any exemptions in the Treaty [with the UN]. 
Unexpectedly there was little to no objection in Parliament or in the media to the change, nor have 
we had previous correspondence although the matter was signposted in our Newsletter. From a legal 
perspective, I doubt that an exemption for historic vehicles would be practical or sustainable in an 
international setting. Whilst Europe and UK have fairly settled definitions, albeit different in age 
chosen, the treaty provision must work internationally, and confusion would result. That said, the 
provision would not prevent the GB badge being displayed in the UK at shows etc where period 
authenticity is important. On the basis that the government advice allows a GB symbol to remain on 
a number plate so long as a UK sticker is displayed, it is arguable that displaying the traditional GB 
badge will pass muster so long as a UK badge is displayed as well. However, you take the risk with a 
zealous overseas official who would be entitled to ask for it to be removed or covered up. 
 

 

I’m not going to unpeel my nice chrome GB sticker but will 
cover it up with a self-adhesive UK sticker the next time we 
go abroad in the MG. That’s until nice suitable sized UK 
badges become available and then I’ll think again.  

 
If you have a car with a GB decal on the side of 
the number plate you don’t need to cover it up 
but should display the new UK logo clearly 
alongside. Check first though as things change. 

Howard 
 

http://www.tvmgoc.org.uk/
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News snippets 

 
 

MGOC Recommended Suppliers 

The MGOC produces a booklet which lists recommended MG specialists around the country. 

Unfortunately, it is no longer being printed and is now only available online. 

I asked them about this, and they replied: “The 'Directory of Recommended Suppliers' is an 

important publication issued to MGOC members, so it is not available to TVMGOC members unless 

they also belong to our parent club. It details names, addresses and telephone numbers of all the 

garages and suppliers of MG requirements. Literally 'recommended' by members who have had 

satisfactory dealings with these companies, the book is ruthlessly updated annually. Any Company 

not making the grade ultimately faces removal from the listings! A vast majority of the 

Recommended Suppliers will give discount to Members producing a current membership card.” 

As you’ll read later, while in Yorkshire in our MGA, Jan and I had cause to turn to the MGOC's 
directory. We noticed that the Tamar Valley Motoring Centre in Callington is no longer listed. 

In the past the Centre was run by Colin Bird who has now retired. He handed the business on to his 
protégé Andy Timothy. Some of us have taken our cars to Andy for various jobs and been delighted 
by his work and happy with his charges. He is a one-man operation and knows his MG stuff. 

MG specialists are rare in our part of the world.* There's also Tim Kelly in St Agnes, whose 
reputation is first class, but it's quite a trek for most of us to get there. 

It is therefore in both our and Andy’s interest to consider giving necessary work to him. We all need 
MG specialists to survive these hard times. Probably Tamar Valley Motoring Centre fell off the 
MGOC’s list because in the past not enough of their customers were MGOC members who 
remembered to vote for it. This should be remedied. 

To this end it would be helpful if Andy’s entry in the MGOC's list of MG specialists is reinstated.  This 
is only achieved if MGOC members (TVMGOC membership alone does not give access to MGOC 
services**) fill in the questionnaire that is on the parent club’s website. There are other sound 
reasons why this is a good thing to do as the survey covers a wide range of MGOC activities, and the 
good news is that if you complete it you may win a range of prizes! 

Log in to the Members Area. The QUESTIONNAIRE is at the bottom of the list on the left.  

Tamar Valley Motoring Centre 

Phone:  01579 383060   Website: www.tamarvalleymotoringcentre.co.uk 

Email: info@tamarvalleymotoringcentre.co.uk 

Address: Liskeard Rd, Callington PL17 7JE, UK 

* In our two counties, the only specialists currently listed are Devon Classic Cars in Ermington and 
Pryors in Truro. Has anyone had any experience of these companies? 
** There are various advantages to joining the MGOC. 
As well as access to the list of MG specialists, the £42 annual membership fee includes: 

• Enjoying MG! magazine sent to you each month 
• Expert technical advice available on the ‘phone 

• A discount on spare parts and accessories 
• Information about national and international MG events and holidays 
• Agreed valuation insurance schemes. 

tel:01579383060
http://www.tamarvalleymotoringcentre.co.uk/
mailto:info@tamarvalleymotoringcentre.co.uk
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Fuel 

The latest advice from the FBHVC is to use E10 for long journeys and E5 if your classic will be used 

infrequently.  

In this way the cheaper E10 will be used up quickly and not linger in the fuel system long enough to 
potentially cause degradation.  
 
During Jan’s and my tour of Yorkshire during the fuel shortage I could only get E10 most of the time 
and had deduced similarly for myself.  There is lots of information about ethanol petrol on the 
Federation's website.  
 
 
 

 
 

Report on Sunday 
lunch run to 

Strawberry Fields, 
Lifton 

 

 
 

At long last, nineteen long months since our last Sunday lunch run, we were able to return to 

normality for this year’s Tulip Trophy Run organised by last year’s winners, Alan and Alison. It was a 

lovely day out, as Iain and Helen write (with interjections in italics from me, Howard, as I took a few 

photos): 

The Club’s annual Tulip Trophy run was held on the 17th October and was attended by twenty one 
cars. Howard and Jan had problems with their MG, as later on did Richard and Kathryn, so they 
competed in their daily drivers.  A glorious autumnal morning welcomed us as we met at St Paul’s 
Church car park at Yelverton.   

 
 

 

We were briefed by Alan and all handed our comprehensive set of instructions.  After catching up 
for half an hour or so we set off at intervals to start what would prove to be a wonderful run.  
With the weather on our side we were able to take in the lovely autumn colours of the changing 
trees as we meandered our way through sleepy villages and glorious countryside.  It is astounding 
how Alison and Alan managed to find lanes we had never driven before.   
 
The run was about thirty miles and there were questions to be answered as we progressed the 
route (some more difficult than others as the answers could be passed in a flash). 
Alan and Alison were strategically placed throughout the route to take some action shots, 
hopefully mastering their new camera at the same time. 
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To spite yet another inaccurate weather forecast, the sun shone to highlight the autumn foliage 
along the whole of our route through Meavy and Horrabridge and beyond. 
 
Jan and I, being the last to arrive and leave, soon got stuck behind a tractor that had just been 
muck spreadin’. Bits of you-know-what were falling off all over the road and I had to hang back a 
bit so as not to get the car covered in the smelly stuff! Talking of which, I was missing the topless 
MG experience, so I had opened the Merc’s sunroof, but it really ain’t the same! 
 
As we crossed over the edge of Dartmoor dodging horse riders, cyclists and sheep, we were halted 
by a long convoy of classic tractors. Obviously they too were enjoying a club day out, though at a 
more sedate pace than us!  

 
 

As I’d stopped anyway, I wandered over to take a quick 
look at yet another club that was out in force, making the 
most of the moor’s great open spaces by flying their model 
‘planes.  
 
Soon after the tractors had let us past, in the mirror I 
caught sight of an unusual car pulling onto the main road.  
 

 

  
Whatever it was it had been seriously beefed up for rallying. It was wedge shaped with pop-up 
headlights, a rollover bar, and the ride height had been increased. At first glance I thought it might 
be a Triumph TR7 or TR8, or a Jensen Healey convertible, though those have fixed headlamps, so I 
pulled over and took a quick snap as it whizzed by. Afterwards Simon correctly identified it as a 
Reliant Scimitar GTC Convertible. Only 442 GTCs were produced and just a few were rag tops. 
 

 
Iain & Helen 

 
Neil & Pam 

 
Janis & Chas 
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Keat & Peter 

 
Sarah & Janet 

 
Andy S. 

 
Noel & Kate 

 
The end point for the run was at Strawberry 
Fields at Lifton, and although the car park was 
very busy we were all able to park in line, 
which made for a lovely spectacle.  

 
 

   
 
Forty two people sat for Sunday lunch in an upstairs function room, and although the staff were 
really busy, both the service and food was excellent. 
 
With all our answer sheets marked it was determined that there would need to be some tie-break 
questions as several participants had all the answers correct.   
After four tie-break questions Sarah and 
Janet were triumphant and they were 
duly awarded the Tulip Trophy, made by 
John H several years ago. 
Many hours of preparation go into 
producing a run, especially the Tulip 
Trophy run as all the symbols and route 
have to be checked many times to ensure 
they are correct and current for the day. 
  
A big thank you to Alan and Alison for all their hard work and efforts in producing a lovely run, 
thoroughly enjoyed by all who took part. 

Iain & Helen 
 
Hopefully near-normal service has now been resumed, not just for the club but for all the country, 
and this day will prove to be the first of very many lunch, supper and picnic runs in the not-too-
distant future, but...we need more volunteers to organise them. 
 

Howard 
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Gavin’s MGC GT tailgate repair 
You will recall that Gavin’s tailgate glass got smashed on 
his way home from the Moor2Sea run.  
Now it’s been fully repaired… 

 

I investigated the cause of the tailgate crashing down and crack in the 
tailgate glass when it hit my Thermos flask. The RH tailgate spiral 
spring was broken on the innermost turn (not easily visible in a 
photo). I removed both spring arm assemblies and fitted a "Pieces of 
Eight" gas strut conversion which I had previously purchased from the 
USA as I think they are better than the ones available in the UK.  
 
I had already planned to have the tailgate repainted by Steve Pethick 
in Callington in the autumn, as it had thick paint that was cracking, 
some rust bleeding though, and no clear coat. So, after a chat it was 
booked in at the start of October.  I would provide the parts:  
Heated tailgate glass BHH529  

Rubber glazing seal AHH7403 Filler strip AHH7815 
Tailgate complete seal AHH7833 Tailgate 3/4 seal AHH9778 
 
The glazing seal has to be cut to avoid damaging the stainless-steel finishing strips when stripping 
the tailgate. It had perished anyway.  I also wanted to replace the seals between the tailgate and the 
body.  All the seals are readily available.  However, the tailgate glass was another story. It’s not 
available from some stockists, others have them on back order, and some in stock with prices in the 
range £145-£160. But most won't ship and those who do want £30-£60 to do so.  
 
The same with second-hand stockists. But I found a used 
glass on eBay in Okehampton, collection only, which is 17 
miles from home, so I picked it up for £20 (sold by a former 
naval officer who is making one rubber bumper MGB GT out 
of two ropey ones). The edges needed cleaning of black 
mastic but it’s an original Triplex glass from a rubber 
bumper MGB GT. The heated element works. So the 
breakage has effectively cost me £20.  
  

  
 
After a week in Steve Pethick's* hands I took the bus into Callington to find the Dutchman gleaming 
in the October sunshine and ready to go. The tailgate looked magnificent. I also had Steve paint 
between the LH rear light cluster, as the paint was thick and flaking off there, and also paint the 
leading edge of the RH sill as there was some chipped paint and surface rust there. 
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On stripping down the tailgate, he found rust on the 
lower part of the tailgate glass surround. This is the 
usual corrosion point as water pools on the seal and 
penetrates past it. Fortunately, the corrosion had not 
perforated the metal and could be ground back and 
treated. Also, the top left of the tailgate had a split, 
which is unusual; that was welded up.  
 
It was not cheap but is a job well done. The bonnet 
was resprayed last year by a modern accident repair 
shop, and you can tell the difference in quality that 
was reflected in the much cheaper price. 

*Steve’s contacts details are on our website. 
 
 
 

A brake problem with a very happy ending…and cake! 
 

 
In the last newsletter I hinted at a small problem we had during our tour of Yorkshire. Here’s the tale.  
 
It began with a scraping noise from the brakes, rather like when the pads wear down to the rivets. I 
knew that wasn’t the problem as modern pads and shoes are bonded not riveted, and both front and 
rear sets are relatively new.   
 
Very soon it developed into a metallic clunk each time I pressed the brake pedal, but the car 
continued to stop fine. With Jan hanging out over the side we deduced the noise and therefore the 
problem was coming from the nearside front caliper. A sticking piston perhaps which under pressure 
applied the brakes but then got stuck when eased off? My diagnosis was close but not quite right. 
 
At the time it was p*****g down and with only a scissor jack I didn’t fancy taking a wheel off to have 
a look, only to find a problem that couldn’t be fixed at the roadside. Really the car needed to be put 
on a lift for a close inspection and repair. But what could be done on a wet Friday? 
 
We go nowhere without the aforementioned MGOC booklet which lists recommended MG specialist 
garages around the country, and as luck would have it there was one not too far away from us in 
Holmfirth, where Last Of The Summer Wine was filmed. A phone call confirmed that IK Sport Classics 
had an empty lift, and they could have a quick look.  
 
Well, who knew what a treat we were in for!  On arrival I was expecting the usual workshop clutter 
and mess but entering the garage was like driving into a classic car museum. 
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Cars for sale and restoration. The red XK150 
was immaculate. They were asking £79K for it. 

 
MG Garage display 

 

 

A 1950s Ford looking better than new. 
 

 

 

An Armstrong Siddeley ‘bitsa’ racer, meaning it’s 
made up of bits from various cars.  

Two young mechanics waved our car onto the lift 
and one of them, Ryan, knocked off the MGA’s 
wheels to reveal the problem. The horizontal bar 
that holds the spring clip and pads in place had 
become bent (why?) and was hanging half out, 
while the retaining clip was missing. They needed 
to be replaced.  
 
“I’m sure I’ve seen some of these somewhere,” 
said Ryan. “I’ll need to go through all our boxes of 
parts. Go and have a cup of tea and I’ll have a 
look.” And with that he began to search through 
numerous cupboards of unsorted assorted bolts  

 
This is not my car, but the photo clearly shows 

the grey clips and pin bar. 

and brackets and all manner of priceless bits and pieces off classic cars.  
What Ryan invited us to do while we waited was to visit their on-site themed café/restaurant, the 
High Society Vintage Clothes & Oil Can Cafe, for this is no ordinary garage – it is a destination! 
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The waitresses are dressed in period outfits, the jukebox plays 50s classics - ♫When a man loves a 

woman…♬- and the walls and ceilings are adorned with all manner of classic car memorabilia. We 
ordered tea and Victoria sponge cake, sat back and soaked up the atmosphere.  
 
As we wiped the last crumbs from our mouths, Ryan appeared to say he had found an identical pin 
and clip in his box of old Mini parts. The MKII MGA has MKI Mini rear lights, but I had no idea that 
BMC must have raided their parts bin again and that the two cars share brake caliper items.  Ryan 
had also added a spot of weld to one of the metal brake pad arms that had worn away a bit because 
it had become loose. He also wired the pin and clip together so that they wouldn’t fall out again. 
 
My gratitude was warmly expressed – Ryan declined the tea and cake I offered to buy him - and I 
asked where I should go to pay. “Oh, there’s no charge. I asked the boss and he said as I’d only spent 
half an hour on your job it was fine.” *  
 
I was flabbergasted and told Ryan he had just restored my faith in human kindness. What could have 
been a minor disaster turned into a very pleasant afternoon. Every cloud eh? I have now added 
brake caliper pins and clips to the spare parts kit I always carry. 
 
A week after we got home, as previously mentioned, one of the rear brake cylinders was leaking all 
over my garage floor. They had been fine around Yorkshire but after a ten-day rest doing nothing 
they failed, just as they had done a year previously. Now all Alan and I have to repeat what we did 
twelve months ago, but perhaps that’s a tale for another time. 
 

Howard 
* By way of thanks we sent Ryan a Bakewell Tart from bakewelltarts.co.uk – simply the best. 
Go on, treat yourself to one too! 
 

 
 
 
There’s just space here for a photo 
of our MGAs on display outside Hull 
Minster. 
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Received entries From 

I was advised this was the best hat for flyaway hair. John I. 

I thought I would `wing it` in the hat competition. John I. 

When I went to the shop I only asked for a plain hat… John I. 

She’s started a millinery business and it’s really taken off – a runway success! Howard 

She’s trying to propel herself into management. Howard 

She said it would cure fly away hair but I’m not so sure now. John N. 

Flying hat for the ATS girl Andrew 

Have heard of getting head under bonnet of a car, but an aircraft! Andrew 

These radio control pilots can be downright irresponsible!! David & Linda 
F. 

I'm feeling a little lightheaded. Can you give me a turn? Richard M. 

A wonderful `air-do` promotion Keat 

There are no limits some ladies will go to for `lift-off`. Keat 

The ceremonial headgear proposed for the first female Air Marshal was thought 
slightly overstated for a British audience. 

Simon 

My first attempt at wing walking was not a complete success. The pilot 
suggested that before my second, I consider some serious dieting! 

John H. 

Is this what is meant by an air head? Janis 

She was on a different plane to everyone else. Janis 

Oh the problems with fly away hair. Janis 

And the winner of last month’s competition chosen blindly by Alan is Howard.  
He will choose next month’s winner. 

 
 
 
 

Here’s next month’s photo of a skinny 
mechanic who lives at the garage 

in Holmfirth. 
 

But it requires a caption.  
Your entries by email by the 

23rd of the month to: 
 mediatvmgoc@gmail.com 
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And finally… 
 

 

...it’s time for the fuel shortage songbook, and we begin with The Beatles: 

 

Baby You Can’t Drive My Car 

(No) Fuel on the Hill 

I Wanna Hold Your Can 

All You Need Is Derv (wa, wa, wa-wa, waaa) 

She Loves Fuel (yeah, yeah, yeah......) 

Going Nowhere Man 

Oil Jude 

While my big car gently weeps 

Let it be e5 

Oil-la-di, oil-la-da, life goes on, bra... 

 

And from other 60s legends: 

Stop! In the name of derv 

Can the Can 

And I would walk 500 miles…. 

Jerrycan Across the Mersey 

Unleaded Melody 

God only knows, where there's any petrol 

Derv Oil Woman 

Hiking home for Christmas 

Oil be seeing you, oilways… 

Pumpin’ Jack Flash, but no gas gas gas 

Fill Me Up Buttercup 

Fuels rush in 

  

 
 

 


